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Abstract— The performance of distributed networks depends
on collaboration among distributed entities. To enhance security
in distributed networks, such as ad hoc networks, it is important
to evaluate the trustworthiness of participating entities since
trust is the major driving force for collaboration. In this paper,
we present a framework to quantitatively measure trust, model
trust propagation, and defend trust evaluation systems against
malicious attacks. In particular, we address the fundamental
understanding of trust, quantitative trust metrics, mathematical
properties of trust, dynamic properties of trust, and trust models.
The attacks against trust evaluation are identified and defense
techniques are developed. The proposed trust evaluation system
is employed in ad hoc networks for securing ad hoc routing
and assisting malicious node detection. The implementation is
fully distributed. Simulations show that the proposed system can
significantly improve network throughput as well as effectively
detect malicious behaviors in ad hoc networks. Further, extensive
simulations are performed to illustrate various attacks and the
effectiveness of the proposed defense techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The fields of computing and communications are progressively heading towards systems of distributed entities. In the
migration from traditional architectures to more distributed
architectures, one of the most important challenges is security.
Currently, the networking community is working on introducing traditional security services, such as confidentiality
and authentication, to distributed networks including ad hoc
networks and sensor networks [1], [2]. However, it has also
been recently recognized that new tools, beyond conventional
security services, need to be developed in order to defend
these distributed networks from misbehavior and attacks that
may be launched by selfish and malicious entities [3], [4].
In fact, the very challenge of securing distributed networks
comes from the distributed nature of these networks— there
is an inherent reliance on collaboration between network
participants in order to achieve the planned functionalities.
Collaboration is only productive if all participants operate in an
honest manner. Therefore, establishing and quantifying trust,
which is the driving force for collaboration, is important for
securing distributed networks.

There are three primary aspects associated with evaluating
trust in distributed networks. First, the ability to evaluate
trust offers an incentive for good behavior. Creating an expectation that entities will “remember” one’s behavior will
cause network participants to act more responsibly. Second,
trust evaluation provides a prediction of one’s future behavior.
This predication can assist in decision-making. It provides a
means for good entities to avoid working with less trustworthy
parties. Malicious users, whose behavior has caused them to
be recognized as having low trustworthiness, will have less
ability to interfere with network operations. Third, the results
of trust evaluation can be directly applied to detect selfish and
malicious entities in the network.
The research on the subject of trust in computer networks
has been extensively performed for a wide range of applications, including public key authentication [5]–[14], electronics
commerce [15]–[17], peer-to-peer networks [18], [19], ad hoc
and sensor networks [20]–[22]. However, there are still many
challenges need to be addressed.
Trust definition Although definitions and classifications of
trust have been borrowed from the social science literature,
there is no clear consensus on the definition of trust in
computer networks. Trust has been interpreted as reputation,
trusting opinion, probability [23], etc.
Trust metrics Trust has been evaluated in very different
ways. Some schemes employ linguistic descriptions of trust relationship, such as in PGP [18], PolicyMaker [11], distributed
trust model [13], trust policy language [14], and SPKI/SDSI
public-key infrastructure [12]. In some other schemes, continuous or discrete numerical values are assigned to measure
the level of trustworthiness. For example, in [5], an entity’s
opinion about the trustworthiness of a certificate is described
by a continuous value in [0, 1]. In [22], a 2-tuple in [0, 1]2
describes the trust opinion. In [7], the metric is a triplet in [0,
1]3 , where the elements in the triplet represent belief, disbelief,
and uncertainty, respectively. In [13], discrete integer numbers
are used.
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Currently, it is very difficult to compare or validate these
trust metrics because a fundamental question has not been
well understood. What is the physical meaning of trust?
Unlike in social networks where trust is often a subjective
concept, computer networks need trust metrics to have clear
physical meanings, for establishing the connection between
trust metrics and observations (trust evidence) and justifying
calculation/policies/rules that govern calculations performed
upon trust values.
Quantitative trust models Many trust models have been
developed to model trust transit through third parties. For
example, the simplest method is to sum the number of positive
ratings and negative ratings separately and keep a total score
as the positive score minus the negative score. This method
is used in eBay’s reputation forum [16]. In [7], an algebra,
called subjective logics, is used to assess trust values based
on the triplet representation of trust. In [15], fuzzy logic
provides rules for reasoning with linguistic trust metrics. In
the context of the “Web of Trust”, many trust models are
built upon a graph where the resources/entities are nodes and
trust relationships are edges, such as in [5], [6]. Then, simple
mathematics, such as minimum, maximum, and weighted
average, are used to calculate unknown trust values through
concatenation and multipath trust propagation. In [4], [24],
[25], a Bayesian model is used to take binary ratings as input
and compute reputation scores by statistically updating beta
probability density functions (pdf).
Although a variety of trust models are available, it is still
not well understood what are the fundamental rules that trust
models must follow. Without a good answer to this essential
question, the design of trust models is still at the empirical
stage.
Security Trust evaluation is obviously an attractive target
for adversaries. Besides well-known straightforward attacks
such as providing dishonest recommendations [26], some
sophisticated attacks can undermine the whole trust evaluation
process. In addition, providing trust recommendations may
violate the privacy of individuals [27]. Currently, security and
privacy issues in trust evaluation have not received enough
attention.
In this paper, we address the four major challenges discussed above and develop a systematic framework for trust
evaluation in distributed networks.
•

•

•

We exploit the definitions of trust in the sociology,
economics, political science, and psychology literature
[28], [29]. By investigating correlations and differences of
establishing trust in social context and that in networking,
we clarify the concept of trust in distributed networks and
develop trust metrics.
We develop fundamental axioms that address the basic
rules for establishing trust through a third party (concatenation propagation) and through recommendations from
multiple sources (multipath propagation).
The vulnerabilities of trust/reputation systems are extensively studied and protection strategies are proposed.
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Some of the vulnerabilities have not been recognized in
the existing works.
• Finally, we develop a systematic framework for trust evaluation in distributed networks. To demonstrate the usage
of this framework, we implement it in an ad hoc network
to assist secure routing and malicious node detection.
Extensive simulations are performed to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed trust evaluation methods
and attack/antiattack schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents understanding of trust, including trust definition,
trust metrics, basic axioms for trust propagation, and trust
models. Section III presents attacks and protection techniques
for trust evaluation systems. In Section IV, a systematic
trust management framework is introduced and applied in ad
hoc networks to assist route selection and malicious node
detection. Simulation results are shown in Section V, followed
by the conclusion in Section VI.
II. T RUST EVALUATION FOUNDATIONS
A. Trust Concepts in Social Networks and Computer Networks
In order to understand the insightful meaning of trust, we
start from the definitions of trust commonly adopted in social
science [28], [29]. In [28], after examining trust definitions
in 60 research articles and books, the authors identified six
representative trust constructs, as illustrated in Figure 1. In
social networks, trust can refer to a behavior that one person
voluntarily depends on another person in a specific situation.
Trust can also be an intention, that is, one party is willing
to depend on the other party. For social interactions, trust
intention and trust behavior are built upon four constructs:
trusting belief, system trust, situational decision, and dispositional trust. Among them, the most important one is the
trusting belief, that is, one believes that the other person is
willing to and able to act in the other person’s best interests.
This belief is built upon a belief formation process. In addition,
system trust means that the proper impersonal structures are in
place to ensure successful future endeavor. Here, impersonal
structures can be regulations that provide structural assurance. Dispositional trust refers to that people develop general
expectation about trustworthiness of other people over the
course of their lives. Situational decision trust applies to the
circumstances where the benefits of trust outweigh the possible
negative outcomes of the trusting behavior.
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The relationship among computing devices is much simpler than that among human beings. The concept of trust
in computer networks does not have all six perspectives.
Trust behavior, trust intension, situational decision trust and
dispositional trust are not applicable to networking. Here, only
trusting belief and system trust, which are built upon a belief
formation process, are relevant to the trust concept in computer
networks. In this paper, these three modules are collectively
referred to as trust management. As illustrated in Figure
2, the outcome of trust management is provided to decisionmaking functions, which will make decisions based on trust
evaluation as well as other application-related conditions.
Further, system trust can be interpreted as a special type of
belief, where an entity believes that the network will operate as
it is designed. Therefore, the most appropriate interpretation
of trust in computer networks is belief. One entity believes
that the other entity will act in a certain way, or believes that
the network will operate in a certain way. This is our basic
understanding of trust in computer networks.
B. Notation of Trust
Trust is established between two parties for a specific action.
In particular, one party trusts the other party to perform an
action. In our work, the first party is referred to as the subject
and the second party as the agent. We introduce the notation
{subject : agent, action} to represent a trust relationship.
The concepts of subject, agent and action can have broader
meanings. For example, an ad hoc mobile node trusts that the
network has the capability to revoke the majority of malicious
nodes. The base station trusts that the sensors around location
(x,y) can successfully report explosion events. In general,
•
•
•

Subject - usually represents one entity; can be a group of
entities;
Agent - one entity, a group of entities, or even the
network;
Action - an action performed (or a property possessed)
by the agent.

C. Uncertainty as a Measure of Trust
Given that the trust concept in computer networks is belief,
how to quantitatively evaluate the level of trust? We argue that
the uncertainty in belief is a measure of trust. Here are three
special cases.

1. When the subject believes that the agent will perform the
action for sure, the subject fully trusts the agent and there
is no uncertainty.
2. When the subject believes that the agent will not perform
the action for sure, the subject fully distrusts the agent
and there is no uncertainty either.
3. When the subject has no idea about the agent at all, there
is the maximum amount of uncertainty and the subject
has no trust in the agent.
Indeed, trust is built upon how certain one is about another if
some actions will be carried out or not. Therefore trust metrics
should describe the level of uncertainty in trust relationships.
D. Trust Metrics
How to measure uncertainty? Information theory states
that entropy is a nature measure of uncertainty [30]. We
would like to define a trust metric based on entropy. This
metric should give trust value 1 in the first special case,
−1 in the second special case, and 0 in the third special
case. Let T {subject, agent, action} denote the trust value
of a trust relationship and P {subject, agent, action} denote
the probability that the agent will perform the action in the
subject’s point of view. In this paper, the entropy-based trust
value is defined as:

1 − H(p), for 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 1;
T =
(1)
H(p) − 1, for 0 ≤ p < 0.5,
where T
= T {subject : agent, action}, p =
P {subject, agent, action}, H(p) = −p log2 (p) − (1 −
p) log2 (1 − p), and H is the entropy function [30]. This
definition considers both trust and distrust. In general, trust
value is positive when the agent is more likely to perform the
action (p > 0.5), and is negative when the agent is more likely
not to perform the action (p < 0.5). This definition also tells
that trust value is not a linear function of the probability. This
can be seen from a simple example. In the first case, let the
probability increases from 0.5 to 0.509. In the second case, let
the probability increase from 0.99 to 0.999. The probability
value increases by the same amount in both cases, but the
trust value increases by 0.00023 in the first case and 0.07 in
the second case. This agrees with the intuition that the agent
should gain more additional trust in the second case.
Trust is not an isolated concept. As pointed out in [28],
many belief formation processes may generate belief as well
as the confidence of belief. Confidence is an important concept because it can differentiate trust relationship established
through a long-term experience and that through only a few
interactions. Trust and confidence are closely related. In practice, the probability that the agent will perform the action in the
subject’s point of view, i.e. p = P {subject : agent, action}
is often obtained through estimation. While the belief/trust is
determined by the mean value of the estimated probability, the
confidence is determined by the variance of the estimation.
E. Fundamental Axioms of Trust
Trust relationship can be established through two ways:
direct observations and recommendations. When direct obser-
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vations are available, the subject can estimate the probability
value, and then calculate the trust value. When the subject
does not have direct interaction with the agent, it can also
establish trust through trust propagation. There is a need to
establish the fundamental axioms that govern the basic rules
of trust propagation.
Necessary Conditions of Trust Propagation
Assume that A and B have established {A : B, actionr },
and B and C have established {B : C, action}. Then, {A :
C, action} can be established if the following two conditions
are satisfied.
1. actionr is to make recommendation of other nodes about
performing action.
2. The trust value of {A : B, actionr } is positive.
The first condition is necessary because the entities that
perform the action do not necessarily make correct recommendations. The second condition is necessary because untrustworthy entities’ recommendation could be totally uncorrelated
with the truth. The enemy’s enemy is not necessarily a friend.
Thus, the best strategy is not to take recommendations from
untrustworthy parties.
When the above two conditions are satisfied, we recognize
three axioms that are originated from the understanding of
uncertainty.
Axiom 1: Concatenation propagation of trust does not increase trust. When the subject establishes a trust relationship
with the agent through the recommendation from a third party,
the trust value between the subject and the agent should
not be more than the trust value between the subject and
the recommender as well as the trust value between the
recommender and the agent. The mathematical representation
of Axiom 1 is
(2)
|TAC | ≤ min(|RAB |, |TBC |),
where TAC = T {A : C, action}, RAB = T {A : B, actionr }
and TBC = T {B : C, action}. As shown in Figure 3, the
trust relationship can be represented by a directional graph,
where the weight of the edge is the trust value. The style of
the line represents the type of the action: dashed lines indicate
making recommendations and solid lines indicate performing
actions. Axiom 1 is similar to the data processing theory in
information theory [30]: entropy cannot be reduced via data
processing.

Axiom 2: Multipath propagation of trust does not reduce
trust. If the subject receives the same recommendations for
the agents from multiple sources, the trust value should be
no less than that in the case where the subject receives less
number of recommendations.
In particular, as illustrated in Figure 4, A establishes trust
with C  through one concatenation path, and A establishes
trust with C through two same trust paths. Let TAC = T {A :
C, action} and TAC  = T {A : C  , action}. The mathematical
representation of Axiom 2 is
TAC ≥ TAC  ≥ 0, for R1 > 0 and T2 ≥ 0;
TAC ≤ TAC  ≤ 0, for R1 > 0 and T2 < 0,
where R1 = T {A : B, making recommendation} = T {A :
D, making recommendation} and T2 = T {B : C, action} =
T {D : C, action}. Axiom 2 states that the subject will be
more certain about the agent, or at least maintain the same
level of certainty if the subject obtains an extra recommendation that agrees with the subject’s current opinion. Notice that
Axiom 2 holds only if multiple sources generate the same
recommendations. The collective combination of different
recommendations is a problem in nature that can generate
different trust values according to different trust models.
Axiom 3: Trust based on multiple recommendations from a
single source should not be higher than that from independent
sources.
When the trust relationship is established jointly through
concatenation and multipath trust propagation, it is possible
to have multiple recommendations from a single source, as
shown in Figure 5 (a). Here, let TAC  = T {A : C  , action}
denote the trust value established in Figure 5 (a), and TAC =
T {A : C, action} denote the trust value established in Figure
5 (b). For the particular case shown in Figure 5, the Axiom 3
says that
TAC ≥ TAC  ≥ 0, if TAC  ≥ 0;
TAC ≤ TAC  ≤ 0, if TAC  < 0,
where R1 , R2 , and R3 are all positive. Axiom 3 states that
the recommendations from independent sources can reduce
uncertainty more effectively than the recommendations from
correlated sources.
As a summary, the above three basic Axioms address
different aspects of trust relationship. Axiom 1 states the rule
for concatenation trust propagation. Axiom 2 describes the rule
for multipath trust propagation. Axiom 3 addresses correlation
among recommendations.
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F. Trust Models
The methods for calculating trust via concatenation and
multipath propagations are referred to as trust models. Trust
models should satisfy all axioms. In this section, we introduce
entropy-based and probability-based trust models.
1) Entropy-based model : The entropy-based model takes
trust values defined in (1) as the input. This model only
considers trust value, but not the confidence.
For concatenation trust propagation shown in Figure 3, node
B observes the behavior of node C and makes recommendation to node A as TBC = {B : C, action}. Node A trusts
node B with T {A : B, making recommendation} = RAB .
To satisfy Axiom 1, one way to calculate TABC = T {A :
C, action} is
TABC = RAB TBC .
(3)
Note that if node B has no idea about node C (i.e. TBC = 0)
or if node A has no idea about node B (i.e. TAB = 0), the
trust between A and C is zero, i.e., TABC = 0.
For multipath trust propagation, let RAB = T {A :
B, making recommendation}, TBC = T {B : C, action},
RAD = T {A : D, making recommendation}, TDC = T {D :
C, action}. Thus, A can establish trust to C through two
paths: A − B − C and A − D − C. To combine the trust
established through different paths, we propose to use maximal
ratio combining as:
T {A : C, action} = w1 (RAB TBC ) + w2 (RAD TDC ),

(4)

where
w1 =

RAB
RAD
, and w2 =
.
RAB + RAD
RAB + RAD

B provides recommendation about C as follows. The
mean value of P {B : C, action} is pBC , and the variance
value of P {B : C, action} is σBC .
To obtain E(P ) and V ar(P ), the first step is to derive the
pdf of P . It is obvious that
 θ=1
f (P = p) = θ=1 f (P = p, Θ = θ)dθ,
(6)
•

(5)

In this model, if any path has trust value 0, this path will not
affect the final result.
From (3) and (4), it is not difficult to prove that this model
satisfies all Axioms.
2) Probability-based model: In the probability-based
model, we calculate concatenation and multipath trust propagation using the probability values of trust relationship.
Then, the probability values can be easily transferred back
to trust values using (1). This model considers both mean and
variance, i.e. trust and confidence.
Concatenation Propagation Model
We first investigate
the concatenation trust propagation in Figure 3. Define the
following notations.
• Random variable P is the probability that C will perform the action. In A’s opinion, the trust value T {A :
C, action} is determined by E(P ) and the confidence is
determined by V ar(P ).
• Random variable X is binary. X = 1 means that B
provides honest recommendations. Otherwise, X = 0.
• Random variable Θ is the probability that X = 1, i.e.
P r(X = 1|Θ = θ) = θ and P r(X = 0|Θ = θ) = 1 − θ.
In A’s opinion, P {A : B, making recommendation} =
pAB = E(θ), and V ar(θ) = σAB .

f (P = p, Θ = θ)

= x=0,1 f (P = p, X = x, Θ = θ)P r(X = x),

(7)

f (P = p, X = x, Θ = θ)
= f (P = p|X = x, Θ = θ)f (X = x|Θ = θ)f (Θ = θ) (8)
Since A’s opinion about C only depends on whether B
makes honest recommendations and what B says, it is reasonable to assume that f (P = p|X = x, Θ = θ) = f (P =
p|X = x). From (8) and (7), we can see
f (P = p, X = x) = θf (P = p, X = 1)f (Θ = θ)
+ (1 − θ)f (P = p, X = 0)f (Θ = θ). (9)
From (6) and (9), we can derive that
f (P = p)

= E(θ)f (P = p|X = 1)
+ (1 − E(θ))f (P = p|X = 0). (10)

Using (10) and the fact that E(θ) = pAB , we obtain
E(P ) = pAB · pC|X=1 + (1 − pAB )pC|X=1 ,

(11)

where pC|X=1 = E(P |X = 1) and pC|X=0 = E(P |X = 0).
Although A does not know pC|B=1 , it is reasonable for A
to assume that pC|B=1 = pBC . Then, (11) becomes
E(P ) = pAB · pBC + (1 − pAB )pC|X=1 .

(12)

From Axiom 1, we can see that E(P ) should be 0.5 when
pAB is 0.5. By using pAB = 0.5 and E(P ) = 0.5 in (12), we
can show that pC|X=1 = (1 − pBC ). Therefore, we calculate
E(P ) as
E(P ) = pAB pBC + (1 − pAB )(1 − pBC ).

(13)

Using the similar methods, V ar(P ) is expressed as
 p=1
p2 f (P = p)dp − E(P )2
V ar(P ) =
p=0

= pAB σBC + (1 − pAB )σC|X=0

(14)
2

+pAB (1 − pAB )(pBC − pC|X=0 ) ,
where σC|X=0 = V ar(P |X = 0) and pC|X=0 = 1 − pBC as
in (13). The choice of σC|X=0 depends on specific application scenarios. For example, if we assume that P uniformly
distributed between [0, 1], we can choose σC|X=0 be the
1
. If we assume that the
maximum possible variance, i.e. 12
pdf of P is a Beta function with mean m = pC|X=0 , we can
choose:

m(1−m)2
for m ≥ 0.5;
2−m
σC|X=0 =
(15)
m2 (1−m)
for m < 0.5.
1+m
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The expression in (15) is the maximum variance for a given
mean m in beta distributions. As a summary, the probabilitybased concatenation model is expressed in (13) and (14).
Multipath Propagation Model Beta functions have been
used in several schemes to address the multipath trust propagation problem [4], [24], [25]. In this section, we first briefly
review the beta function model and then generalize its usage.
Assume that A can establish trust with C through two
paths: A − B − C and A − D − C. Let rec1 represent
B’s recommendation and how much A trusts B, while rec2
represent D’s recommendation and how much A trusts D.
First, when only rec1 is available, A uses Bayesian model
and obtain:
f (P = p | rec1 ) = 

P r(rec1 |P = p) · f0 (P = p)
, (16)
P r(rec1 |P = p) · f0 (P = p)dp

where f0 (P = p) is the prior knowledge of P . When A does
not have previous knowledge of P , we assume f0 (P = p) is
a uniform distribution between [0, 1]. Thus,
f (P = p | rec1 ) = 

P r(rec1 |P = p)
P r(rec1 |P = p)dp

(17)

Next, A obtains more information about C through the second
path as rec2 . We use the Bayesian model again and replace
the prior knowledge with f (P = p|rec1 ) as:
f (P = p|rec2 , rec1 )
P r(rec2 |P = p) · f (P = p|rec1 )
=
P r(rec2 |P = p) · f (P = p|rec1 )dp

(18)

If we assume that P r(rec1 |P = p) and P r(rec2 |P = p) are
beta functions, i.e.
P r(rec1 |P = p) = B(α1 , β1 ),
P r(rec2 |P = p) = B(α2 , β2 ),

(19)
(20)

then, it can be proved that (18) is also a beta function as
B(α1 + α2 − 1, β1 + β2 − 1). The beta distribution is
B(α, β) =

Γ(α + β) α−1
p
(1 − p)β−1 .
Γ(α)Γ(β)

(21)

The Beta function model is often used in the scenarios
where the subject has collected binary opinions/observation
about the agent [4], [25]. For example, entity A receives total
S positive feedback and F negative feedback about entity C.
In another example, entity A made an observation that C had
performed the action successfully S times among total S + F
trails. In these cases, the probability P r(observation|P = p)
is approximately B(S + 1, F + 1).
Next, we generalize the usage of the beta function model
to non-binary opinions/observation cases. It is known that the
Beta distribution B(α, β) has mean and variance as
m=

αβ
α
; v=
.
2
α+β
(α + β) (α + β + 1)

(22)

Thus, the parameter α and β are determined from mean and
variance as:




m(1 − m)
m(1 − m)
− 1 ; β = (1 − m)
−1 .
α=m
v
v
(23)
In the multipath trust propagation case, let A establish trust
and confidence represented by the mean value m1 and the
variance value v1 through the first path. Through the second
path, A establishes trust and confidence represented by the
mean value m2 and the variance value v2 . Using equation (23),
(m1 , v1 ) is converted to (α1 , β1 ) and (m2 , v2 ) is converted to
(α2 , β2 ). Then, a pair of new parameter (α, β) is calculated
as α = α1 + α2 − 1 and β = β1 + β2 − 1. After combining
the two paths, the new mean value and variance value should
be calculated from (α, β) using equation (22).
III. ATTACKS AND P ROTECTION
As we will show in the simulation section, trust management can effectively improve network performance and
detect malicious entities. Therefore, trust management itself
is an attractive target for attackers. Besides some well known
attacks, such as bad mouthing attack, we will identify new
attacks and develop defense methods in this section.
A. Bad Mouthing Attack
As long as recommendations are taken into consideration,
malicious parties can provide dishonest recommendations [26]
to frame up good parties and/or boost trust values of malicious
peers. This attack, referred to as the bad mouthing attack, is the
most straightforward attack and has been discussed in many
existing trust management or reputation systems.
In our work, the defense against the bad mouthing attack
has three perspectives. First, the action trust and the recommendation trust records are maintained separately. Only the
entities who have provided good recommendations previously
can earn high recommendation trust. Second, recommendation trust plays an important role in the trust propagation
process. The necessary conditions of trust propagation state
that only the recommendations from the entities with positive
trust values can propagate. In addition, the three fundamental
axioms limit the recommendation power of the entities with
low recommendation trust. Third, besides the action trust, the
recommendation trust is treated as an additional dimension in
the malicious entity detection process. As a result, if a node
has low recommendation trust, its recommendations will have
minor influence on good nodes’ decision-making, and it can
be detected as malicious and expelled from the network. The
consequences of the bad mouthing attack and the effectiveness
of the defense strategy will be demonstrated in Section V.
B. On-off Attack
On-off attack means that malicious entities behave well
and badly alternatively, hoping that they can remain undetected while causing damage. This attack exploits the dynamic
properties of trust through time-domain inconsistent behaviors.
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Fig. 7.
Trust value changes upon entities’ inconsistent behaviors with
adaptive forgetting factor

Next, we first discuss the dynamic properties of trust and then
demonstrate this attack.
Trust is a dynamic event. A good entity may be compromised and turned into a malicious one, while an incompetent
entity may become competent due to environmental changes.
In wireless networks, for example, a mobile node may experience bad channel condition at a certain location and has low
trust value associated with forwarding packets. After moving
to a new location where the channel condition is good, some
mechanisms should be in place to recover its trust value.
In order to track this dynamics, the observation made long
time ago should not carry the same weight as that made
recently. The most commonly used technique that addresses
this issue is to introduce a forgetting factor. That is, performing
K good actions at time t1 is equivalent to performing Kβ t2 −t1
good actions at time t2 , where β(0 < β ≤ 1) is often referred
to as the forgetting factor. In the existing schemes, using a
fixed forgetting factor has been taken for granted. We discover,
however, forgetting factor can facilitate the on-off attack on
trust management.
Let’s demonstrate such an attack through a simple example.
Assume an attacker behaves in the following four stages: (1)
first behaves well for 100 times, (2) then behaves badly for 100
times, (3) and then stops doing anything for a while, (4) and
then behaves well again. Figure 6 shows how the trust value
of this attacker changes. The horizontal axis is the number of
good behaviors minus the number of bad behaviors, while the
vertical axis is the estimated probability value. The probability
S+1
value is estimated as S+F
+2 , where S is the number of
good behaviors and F is the number of bad behaviors. This
calculation is based on the beta function model introduced in
Section II-F.2. In Figure 6, the dashed line is for β = 1 and
the solid line is for β = 0.0001. Then, we observe
1. When the system does not forget, i.e. β = 1, this attacker
has positive trust value in stage (2). That is, this attacker
can have good trust values even after he has performed
many bad actions. When using a large forgetting factor,
the trust value may not represent the latest status of the
entity. As a consequence, the malicious node could cause

a large amount of damage in a stage that is similar to
stage (2).
2. When using a small forgetting factor, the attacker’s trust
value drops rapidly after it starts behaving badly in stage
(2). However, it can regain trust by simply waiting in
stage (3) while the system will forget his bad behaviors
quickly.
From the attackers’ point of view, he can take advantage of the
system one way or another, no matter what forgetting factor
one chooses.
To defend against the on-off attack, we propose a scheme
that is inspired by a social phenomenon − while it takes
long-time interaction and consistent good behaviors to build
up a good reputation, only a few bad actions can ruin it.
This implies that human remember bad behaviors for a longer
time than they do for good behaviors. Therefore, we mimic
this social phenomenon by introducing an adaptive forgetting
scheme. Instead of using a fixed forgetting factor, β is a
function of the current trust value. For example, we can choose
β = 1 − p, where p = P {subject : agent, action}

(24)

or, β = β1 for p ≥ 0.5; and β = β2 for p < 0.5,

(25)

where 0 < β1 << β2 ≤ 1. Figure 7 demonstrates the
trust value changes when using these two adaptive forgetting
schemes. The dashed line represents the case using equation
(24), and the solid line represents the case using equation (25)
with β1 = 0.01 and β2 = 0.99. Figure 7 clearly shows the
advantages of the adaptive forgetting scheme. That is, the trust
value can keep up with the entity’s current status after the
entity turns bad. And, an entity can recover its trust value
after some bad behaviors, but this recovery requires many good
actions.
C. Conflicting Behavior Attack
While an attacker can behave inconsistently in the time
domain, he can also behave inconsistently in the user domain.
In particular, malicious entities can impair good nodes’ recommendation trust by performing differently to different peers.
This attack is referred to as the conflicting behavior attack.
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For example, the attackers can always behave well to
one group of users and behave badly to another group of
users. Thus, these two groups develop conflicting opinions
about the malicious users. Users in the first group obtain
recommendations from the other group, but those recommendations will not agree with the first group’s own observations.
As a consequence, the users in one group will assign low
recommendation trust to the users in the other group.
Figure 8 demonstrates this attack through a simple example
in an ad hoc network. The system is setup as follows. In each
time interval, which is n time units long, each node randomly
selects another node to transmit packets. Assume that node A
selects node X. If node A does not have previous interaction
with node X or the trust value T {A : X, forward packet}
is smaller than a threshold, node A ask all other nodes for
recommendations about X. Then, node A asks X to forward
n packets. In this example, we assume that A can observe
how many packets that X has forwarded. Next, A updates
the its trust record. The detailed trust updating procedure will
be described in Section IV. In this example, there are total
20 nodes. If a malicious node decides to attack node A, it
drops the packets from A with packet drop ratio randomly
selected between 0 and 40%. Two attackers, user 2 and 3,
launch the conflicting behavior attack by dropping user 1,
2,· · ·,10’s packets but not dropping user 11,12,· · ·,20’s packets.
In Figure 8, the element on the ith row and j th column
represents the recommendation trust of the j th user in the ith
user’s record. The brighter the color, the higher the trust. We
can see that node 1-10 will give low recommendation trust
values to node 11-20, and vise versa.
D. Sybil Attack and Newcomer Attack
If a malicious node can create several faked IDs, the trust
management system suffers from the sybil attack [31], [32].
The faked IDs can share or even take the blame, which should
be given to the malicious node.
Here is an example of the sybil attack. In an ad hoc network,
node A sends packets to node D through a path A−B−C −D.
With the sybil attack, B creates a faked ID B  and makes the
route look like A−B−B  −C −D from A, C, D’s point. Node
B can achieve this by manipulating route discovery messages,
communicating with A using ID B and communicating with
C using ID B  . When packets are dropped by B, B could
make B  take the blame if B is ever suspected for dropping

packets. Obviously, B can also created multiple faked IDs.
If a malicious node can easily register as a new user, the
trust management suffers from the newcomer attack [33].
Here, malicious nodes can easily remove their bad history by
registering as a new user. New comer attack can significantly
reduce the effectiveness of trust management.
The defense to the sybil attack and newcomer attack does
not rely on the design of trust management, but the authentication schemes. Authentication is the first line of defense
that makes registering a new ID or a faked ID difficult. In
this paper, we simply point out these two attacks and will not
discuss them in depth.
IV. T RUST M ANAGEMENT S YSTEMS AND I TS
A PPLICATIONS IN A D HOC NETWORKS
A. Design of Trust Management Systems
In the current literature, many works use heuristic trust metrics to address one or a few perspectives of trust management
for specific applications. There are few works focusing on
establishing generic trust models [34] or providing a complete
picture of trust management through a survey [17]. However,
the existing works do not well address two important perspectives of trust management in distributed computer networks.
The first is the networking specific elements such as how to
request and obtain recommendations, and the second is attacks
and protection mechanisms.
In this paper, we design a comprehensive framework of
trust management for distributed networks, as illustrated in
Figure 9. This framework contains five basic building blocks.
Trust record is constructed through the trust establishment
process, which builds direct trust values from observations and
indirect trust values form recommendations, and updated by
the record maintenance process, which assigns initial trust values and addresses dynamic properties of trust. Trust requests
management serves as the interface between applications that
request trust values and trust management. It also handles
the requests for trust recommendations. In addition, malicious
node detection is performed based on trust record and its
output also affects some entries in the trust record. This
framework can be used in a variety of applications, such as ad
hoc networks, peer-to-peer networks, and sensor networks. To
demonstrate its usage, we present the implementation of such
a framework in mobile ad hoc networks.
B. Applications in Ad hoc Networks
In ad hoc networks, securing routing protocols is one of
the fundamental challenges [35]–[37]. While many secure
routing schemes focus on preventing attackers from entering
the network through secure key distribution/authentication
and secure neighbor discovery, such as in [36], [38], trust
management can guard routing even if malicious nodes have
gained access to the network. In this section, we demonstrate
the usage of trust management in ad hoc network to secure
routing protocols.
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For ad hoc routing, we investigate the trust values associated
with two actions: forwarding packets and making recommendations. Briefly speaking, each node maintains its trust record
associated with these two actions. When a node (source) wants
to establish a route to the other node (destination), the source
first tries to find multiple routes to the destination. Then the
source tries to find the packet-forwarding trustworthiness of
the nodes on the routes from its own trust record or through
requesting recommendations. Finally the source selects the
trustworthy route to transmit data. After the transmission, the
source node updates the trust records based on its observation
of route quality. The trust records are also used for malicious
node detection. All above is achieved in a distributed manner.
1) Obtaining trust recommendations: Requiring trust recommendation in ad hoc networks often occurs in the circumstance where communication channels between arbitrary
entities are not available. In this section, we briefly introduce
the procedures for requesting trust recommendations and processing trust recommendation requests.
We assume that node A wants to establish trust relationships
with a set of nodes B = {B1 , B2 , · · ·} about action act,
and A does not have valid trust record with {Bi , ∀i}. Node
A first checks its trust record and selects a set of nodes,
denoted by Ẑ, that have the recommendation trust values larger
than a threshold. Although A only needs recommendations
from Ẑ to calculate the trust value of B, A may ask for
recommendations from a larger set of nodes, denoted by Z, for
two reasons. First, node A does not necessarily want to reveal
the information about whom it trusts because the malicious
nodes may take advantage of this information. Second, if node
A establishes trust with B through direct interaction later, node
A can use the recommendations it collects previously to update
the recommendation trust of the nodes in Z. Thus, Z should
contain not only the nodes in Ẑ, but also the nodes with which
A wants to update/establish recommendation trust. Next, node

A sends a trust recommendation request (TRR) message to
its neighbors that in node A’s transmission range. The TRR
message should contain the IDs of nodes in set B and in
set Z. In order to reduce overhead, the TRR message also
contains the maximal length of trust transit chains, denoted
by Max transit, and time-to-live (TTL). Node A waits time
TTL for replies. In addition, transmit-path is used to record
delivery history of the TRR message such that the nodes who
receive the TRR message can send their recommendations
back to A.
Upon receiving an unexpired TRR message, the nodes
that are not in Z simply forward the TRR message to their
neighbors; the nodes in Z either send trust values back to A or
ask their trusted recommenders for further recommendations.
In addition, the nodes in Z may not respond to the TRR
message if they do not want to reveal their trust records to
A when, for example, they believe that A is malicious.
In particular, suppose node X is in Z. When X receives
an unexpired TRR message, if X has the trust relationship
with some of {Bi } s, X sends its recommendation back
to A. If X does not have trust relationship with some of
{Bi } s, X generates a new TRR message by replacing Z
with the recommenders trusted by X and reducing the value
of Max transit by one. If Max transit > 0, the revised
TRR message is sent to X’s neighbors. X also sends A
corresponding recommendation trust values needed for A to
establish trust propagation paths. If the original TRR message
has not expired, X will also forward the original TRR message
to its neighbors. By doing so, the trust concatenations can be
constructed.
The major overhead of requesting trust recommendations
comes from transmitting TRR messages in the network,
which increases exponentially with Max transit. Fortunately,
Max transit should be a small number due to Axiom 1, which
implies that only short trust transit chains are useful.
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V. S IMULATIONS
An event-driven simulator is built to simulate mobile ad
hoc networks. The physical layer uses a fixed transmission
range model, where two nodes can directly communicate with
each other only if they are within a certain transmission
range. The MAC layer protocol simulates the IEEE 802.11
Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) [40]. DSR is used

Network throughput with/without trust management (network size=50)
0.96
0.94
0.92
Packet delivery ratio

2) Trust record maintenance and update: In this study, the
trust relationship {A : C, forward packet} is established based
on whether C forwarded packets for A. Assume that A asked
C to forward N packets and C actually forwarded k packets.
k+1
Node A will calculate P {A : C, forward packet} = N
+2 . The
observation of k and N values are made through a light-weight
self-evaluation mechanism, which allows the source node to
collect packet forwarding statistics and to validate the statistics
through consistence check. More details of this mechanism
is presented in [39]. In addition, before any interaction takes
place, A sets the initial trust values using k = 0 and N = 0.
Next, we present the procedure of updating trust records.
Assume that node A would like to ask C to transmit packets,
while A does not have trust relationship with node C.
Before data transmission
• Node A receives the recommendation from node B, and
node B says that T {B : C, forward packet} = TBC .
And A has established {A : B, make recommendation}
r
= T {A :
previously. Then, A calculates TAC
C, forward packet} based on trust propagation models.
After data transmission
• Node A observes that C forwards k packets out of total
N packets.
• A calculates T {A : C, forward packet} based on obsera
, and updates its trust record.
vations as TAC
a
r
• If |TAC − TAC | ≤ threshold, node A believes that B
has made one good recommendation. Otherwise, node A
believes that B has made one bad recommendation. Then,
A can update the recommendation trust of B accordingly.
3) Some implementation details:
• Route discovery: A performs on-demand routing to find
several possible routes to destination D.
• Route selection: Among all possible routes, node A
would like to choose a route that has the best quality.
Let {ni , ∀i} represent the nodes on a particular route R.
Let pi represent P {A : ni , forward packet}, whereA is
the source. The quality of route R is calculated as i pi .
• Malicious Node Detection: Assume that the malicious
node detection algorithm considers M trust relationships
as {A : B, acti }, for i = 1, 2, · · · , M . The mean value
and the variance value associated with {A : B, acti }
is denoted by mi and vi , respectively. First, we convert
(mi , vi ) to (αi , βi ) using (23). Then, we calculate pG
AB =
α
G
=
,
where
α=
P
{A
:
B,
be
a
good
node}
as
p
α+β

 AB
i wi (αi −1)+1 and β =
i wi (βi −1)+1. Here, {wi }
is a set of weigh vectors and wi ≤ 1. Finally, if pG
AB is
smaller than a threshold, A detects B as malicious.
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as the underlying routing protocol. We use a rectangular space
of size 1000m by 1000m. The network size is about 50 nodes,
and the maximum transmission range is 300m. There are 50
traffic pairs randomly generated for each simulation. For each
traffic pair, the packet arrival time is modeled as a Poisson
process, and the average packet inter-arrival time is 1 second.
The size of each data packet after encryption is 512 bytes.
Among all the ROUTE REQUESTs with the same ID received
by node A, node A will only broadcast the first request if it
is not the destination, and will send back at most 5 ROUTE
REPLYs if it is the destination. The maximum number of hops
on a route is restricted to be 10. Each node moves randomly
according to the random waypoint model [41] with a slight
modification. A node starts at a random position, waits for a
duration called the pause time modeled as a random variable
with exponential distribution, then randomly chooses a new
location and moves towards the new location with a velocity
uniformly chosen between 0 and vmax = 10 meters/second.
When it arrives at the new location, it waits for another random
pause time and repeats the process. The average pause time is
300 seconds.
In this section, we first show the advantages of trust management in improving network throughput and malicious detection, and then demonstrate the effects of several attack/antiattack methods presented in Section III.
A. Effects of Trust Management
In Figure 10, three scenarios are compared: (1) baseline
system that does not utilize trust management and no malicious
attackers (2) baseline system with 5 attackers who randomly
drop about 90% of packets passing through them; (3) the
system with trust management and 5 attackers. Here, we
use the probability-based trust model. Figure 10 shows the
percentage of the packets that are successfully transmitted,
which represents network throughput, as a function of time.
Three observations are made. First, network throughput can
be significantly degraded by malicious attackers. Second, after
using trust management, the network performance can be
recovered because it enables the route selection process to
avoid less trustworthy node. Third, when the simulation time
increases, trust management can bring the performance close
to that in the scenario where no attackers are presented, since
more and more accurate trust records are built over time.
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We introduce a metric MDP to describe the malicious node
detection performance. Let Di denote the number of good
nodes who have detected that node ni is malicious, M denote
the set of malicious nodes, and
 G denote the set of good nodes.

0.83

B. Bad Mouthing Attack
The influence of the bad mouthing attack is demonstrated in
Figure 12, which shows the network throughput when attackers only launch the gray hole attack (i.e. dropping packets) and
when attackers launch both the gray hole and bad mouthing
attack. Here, both direct and indirect packet-forwarding trust
is used in the route selection process. We can see that the bad
mouthing attack leads to a performance drop since indirect
trust information can be inaccurate. However, this performance
drop is small because our trust management system already has
defense mechanisms embedded, as discussed in Section III-A.
To defeat the bad mouthing attack, the best strategy is to use
recommendation trust in the detection process. As illustrated
in Figure 13, when using the direct recommendation trust
in the detection process, the MDP is significantly improved,
compared with the case using only packet-forwarding trust.
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as
, which describes the false alarm rate. For all
|G|
simulations in this section, we choose the detection threshold
such that the false alarm rate is approximately 0. Thus, we
only show MDP as the performance index.
Figure 11 shows the MDP for three cases. In case 1, only
direct packet-forwarding trust information is used to detect
malicious nodes. In case 2, both direct and indirect packetforwarding trust information is used to detect malicious nodes.
In case 3, direct and indirect packet-forwarding trust and
direct recommendation trust are used. Recall that direct trust
records are built upon the observations, while indirect trust
records are built upon the recommendations. As we expected,
the detection rate is higher when indirect information and
recommendation trust information is used. This means that
the recommendation mechanism improves the performance of
malicious node detection.
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C. On-off Attack
For the on-off attack, we would like to compare four
scenarios: (1) no on-off attack but attacking all the time; (2)
with on-off attack and using forgetting factor 1 to defend;
(3) with on-off attack and using forgetting factor 0.001 to
defend; (4) with on-off attack and using the adaptive forgetting
scheme to defend. In the last scenario, we use equation (25) in
the adaptive forgetting scheme. In those experiements, when
attackers are “on”, they randomly choose the packet drop ratio
between 40%-80%.
First, Figure 14 shows consequences of the on-off attack.
With the on-off attack, the MDP values are close to 0 because
attackers change behaviors when their trust values drop close
to the detection threshold. Meanwhile, the network throughput
is higher when attackers launch the on-off attack than that
when they attack all the time.
Next, we show the tradeoff between the network throughput
and the trust values of the attackers in Figure 15. The vertical
axis is the average packet-forwarding trust of malicious nodes,
and the horizontal axis is the network throughput. When
comparing the three forgetting schemes (i.e. scenario (2)(4)), we can see that given the same network throughput, the
adaptive forgetting scheme is the best because it results in the
lowest trust values for attackers.
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D. Conflicting-behavior Attack
As discussed in Section III-C, the conflicting-behavior attack can deteriorate the recommendation trust of good nodes.
How about the recommendation trust of bad nodes?
The attackers have four strategies to provide recommendations to others. Assume that the attackers will drop packets for
a subset of users, denoted by A, and will not drop packets for
the rest of the users, denoted by B. The attackers can provide
R1. no recommendations to subgroup A, and honest recommendations to subgroup B;
R2. no recommendations to subgroup A, and no recommendations to subgroup B;
R3. bad recommendations to subgroup A, and no recommendations to subgroup B;
R4. bad recommendations to subgroup A, and honest recommendations to subgroup B.
What is the best strategy for the attackers to make the
conflicting-behavior attack more effective?
We have performed extensive simulations for the above four
recommendation scenarios. Due to the space limitation, the
simulation results are not included in this paper, and we only

summarize the observations.
First of all, in R1 and R4, the attackers can in fact help
the network performance by providing good recommendations,
especially when the attack percentage is low and at the
beginning of the simulation (when most good nodes have not
established reliable recommendation trust with others). In R1,
malicious nodes usually have higher recommendation trust
than good nodes. Thus, it is harmful to use the recommendation trust in the malicious node detection algorithm. The
similar phenomenon exists in R4 when the attack percentage
is low.
In R3, malicious nodes always have much lower recommendation trust than good nodes. Thus, the conflicting behavior
attack can be easily defeated as long as the threshold in the
malicious node detection algorithm is properly chosen. The
similar phenomenon exists in R4 with high attack percentage.
As a summary, if the attackers do not want to help the
network by providing honest recommendations and do not
want to be detected easily, the best strategy for providing
recommendation is R2. Figure 16 shows the MDP values
versus the percentage of users who are attacked by the
malicious nodes, when R2 is adopted. The data is for the
simulation time 1500. In this figure, the MDP for the detection
scheme that uses direct and indirect packet-forwarding trust
performs better than that using packet-forwarding trust and
the recommendation trust. In addition, the difference between
the two detection schemes in terms of MDP is not very large.
In practice, when conflicting-behavior attack is suspected,
one should not use recommendation trust in the detection
algorithm. When it is not clear what types of attacks are
launched, using recommendation trust in the malicious node
detection is still a good idea because of its obvious advantages
in defeating other types of attacks.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This paper presents a framework for trust evaluation in
distributed networks. We address the concept of trust in
computer networks, develop trust metrics with clear physical
meanings, develop fundamental axioms of the mathematical
properties of trust, and build trust models that govern trust
propagation through third parties. Further, we present attack
methods that can reduce the effectiveness of trust evaluation
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and discuss the protection schemes. Then, a systemic trust
management system is designed, with the specific consideration of distributed implementation. In this work, the usage of
the proposed framework is demonstrated in ad hoc networks
to assist route selection and malicious node detection.
The simulation results show that the proposed trust evaluation system can improve network throughput as well as help
malicious node detection. Simulations are also performed to
investigate various malicious attacks. The main observations
are summarized as follows. For the bad mouthing attack,
the most effective malicious node detection method is to
use both packet-forwarding trust and recommendation trust.
To defeat the on-off attack, the adaptive forgetting scheme
developed in this paper is better than using fixed forgetting
factors. From the attackers’ points of view, they would not
provide recommendations in order to make the conflictingbehavior attack effective. When the conflicting-behavior attack
is launched, using recommendation trust in malicious node detection can reduce the detection rate. Currently, we investigate
these attacks individually. In the future work, the joint effects
of these attacks will be investigated.
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